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There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra. This workbook clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them. Examples then illustrate the correct way of working an algebra problem, and practice problems are provided. Puzzles
and games based on scientific formulas and interesting facts challenge students to think creatively. Self-checking exercises motivate students to finish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
Fill in the gaps of your Common Core curriculum! Each ePacket has reproducible worksheets with questions, problems, or activities that correspond to the packet’s Common Core standard. Download and print the worksheets for your students to complete. Then, use the answer
key at the end of the document to evaluate their progress. Look at the product code on each worksheet to discover which of our many books it came from and build your teaching library! This ePacket has 8 activities that you can use to reinforce the standard CCSS 8.G.B.7:
Applying the Pythagorean Theorem. To view the ePacket, you must have Adobe Reader installed. You can install it by going to http://get.adobe.com/reader/.
These reproducible books have a much broader scopes than most math workbooks. In addition to offering computation practiced, they reinforce skill such as problem-solving, number sense, data analysis, measurement, geometry and more. Closely aligned with the national
standards, a special assessment section at the end of each book helps teachers evaluate students’ progress and prepare them for standardized tests.
Math Workbook - Grade 6
Geometry (eBook)
Triangle Properties and Proofs
Math Puzzlers Grade 6 (eBook)
Trigonometry - Grades 10-12 (eBook)
This packet, focusing on math vocabulary, contains a variety of puzzles that illustrate the correct way of working an algebra problem. They will challenge students to think creatively, and self-checking exercises motivate students to finish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
The theorems and principles of basic geometry are clearly presented in this workbook, along with examples and exercises for practice. All concepts are explained in an easy-to-understand fashion to help students grasp geometry and form a solid foundation for advanced learning in mathematics. Each page introduces a new
concept, along with a puzzle or riddle which reveals a fun fact. Thought-provoking exercises encourage students to enjoy working the pages while gaining valuable practice in geometry.
"Word Problems" provides a variety of activities designed to enrich and reinforce math skills taught at the fourth- through sixth-grade levels. The pages are presented in a suggested order, but may be used in any order that best meets a child's needs. Exercises are designed so a child can work with a minimum of
supervision in a classroom or at home. The whimsical characters will entertain and motivate your children. An answer key is also included at the end of the book.
Machines & Work
Aligns to CCSS 8.G.B.7: Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.
Math Reproducibles - Grade 6 (ENHANCED eBook)
An Algebra Packet
CCSS 7.RP.A.3 Using Proportions to Solve Ratio and Percent Problems

This easy-to-use packet is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart your students' interest in geometry while providing practice with the properties of polygons and solids. A variety of puzzles and games will challenge students to think creatively as they sharpen their geometry skills. Each page begins with a clear explanation of the featured geometry topic, providing
extra review and reinforcement.
Fill in the gaps of your Common Core curriculum! Each ePacket has reproducible worksheets with questions, problems, or activities that correspond to the packet’s Common Core standard. Download and print the worksheets for your students to complete. Then, use the answer key at the end of the document to evaluate their progress. Look at the product code on each worksheet to
discover which of our many books it came from and build your teaching library! This ePacket has 6 activities that you can use to reinforce the standard CCSS HSG-SRT.C.6: Similar Right Triangles. To view the ePacket, you must have Adobe Reader installed. You can install it by going to http://get.adobe.com/reader/.
Kept up to date by quarterly supplements.
Algebra (eBook)
Ratio and Proportion Puzzles: Introductory Skills
Geometry - Grades 7-10 (eBook)
Instant Activities
CCSS 8.G.B.7 Applying the Pythagorean Theorem

This workbook provides practice in sixth-grade mathematics skills. Emphasis is placed on addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of fractional numbers and decimal fractions. Practice is also provided in percent, in the four arithmetic operations with whole numbers, and in solving word problems. The material correlates with the curriculum in most basic
mathematics texts. The pages are presented in a suggested order, but may be used in any order which best meets a child's needs. Parents who wish their children to have practice in mathematics skills will find the book as helpful as classroom teachers will find it. The exercises are presented so that a child can work with a minimum of supervision. Answers are included
in a four-page leaflet in the middle of the book. This leaflet can be easily removed. A glossary is available for reference on the inside back cover.
This easy-to-use workbook is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart your students' interest in geometry while providing practice with the major geometry concepts. A variety of puzzles, mazes, games, and self-check formats will challenge students to think creatively as they sharpen their geometry skills. Each page begins with a clear explanation of the
featured geometry topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special assessment section is included at the end of the book to help students prepare for standardized tests. 48 pages
Fill in the gaps of your Common Core curriculum! Each ePacket has reproducible worksheets with questions, problems, or activities that correspond to the packetʼs Common Core standard. Download and print the worksheets for your students to complete. Then, use the answer key at the end of the document to evaluate their progress. Look at the product code on each
worksheet to discover which of our many books it came from and build your teaching library! This ePacket has 6 activities that you can use to reinforce the standard CCSS 7.RP.A.3: Using Proportions to Solve Ratio and Percent Problems. To view the ePacket, you must have Adobe Reader installed. You can install it by going to http://get.adobe.com/reader/.
Geometry
Beginning Algebra
Instructor
The Book of Apple Computer Software
Word Problems - Grades 4-6
This easy-to-use packet is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart your students' interest in geometry while providing practice with triangle properties and proofs. A variety of puzzles and games will challenge students to think creatively as they sharpen their geometry skills. Each page begins with
a clear explanation of the featured geometry topic, providing extra review and reinforcement.
Presenting grade 6 of our "Math Puzzlers" series that includes grades 3-6. These are like crossword puzzles where the answers are all numeric values. Down and Across clues are basic mathematical operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and world problems, advanced fractions, decimal,
percents, and ratios. Our "Math Puzzlers" books contain 64 pages of exciting and challenging puzzles. This is a great source for reinforcement of math skills and providing homework sheets. Includes answers keys.
This easy-to-use packet is full of stimulating activities that will give your students a solid introduction to sequences and series! A variety of lessons, puzzles, mazes, and practice problems will challenge students to think creatively as they work to build their precalculus skills. Each lesson begins with a clear
explanation and provides extra review and reinforcement.
Word Problems - Grades 4-6 (eBook)
Over 110 Reproducibles for Today's Differentiated Classroom
Math Workbook - Grade 8
Properties of Polygons and Solids
Algebra Grades 7-9

With more than 110 easy-to-use, reproducible worksheets, this series is ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. The instant activities in these books are perfect for use at school or as homework. They feature basic core subject areas including language arts, math, science, and social studies.
This easy-to-use workbook is full of stimulating activities that will give your students a solid introduction to trigonometry! A variety of puzzles and self-check formats will challenge students to think creatively as they work to build their trigonometric skills. Each page begins with a clear explanation of a featured trigonometric topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special
assessment section is included at the end of the book to help students prepare for standardized tests.
There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra. This packet, focusing on radicals, ratios, and rates, clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them. Examples then illustrate the correct way of working an algebra problem, and practice problems are provided. Puzzles and games based on scientific formulas and interesting facts challenge students
to think creatively. Self-checking exercises motivate students to finish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
Aligns to CCSS HSG-SRT.C.6: Understand that by similarity, side ratios in right triangles are properties of the angles in the triangle, leading to definitions of trigonometric ratios for acute angles.
Aligns to CCSS 7.RP.A.3: Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems.
Geometry - Grades 7-10
Missing Measurements: Triangles and Quadrilaterals
Educational Resources for Microcomputers

These easy-to-use, reproducible worksheets are ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. The instant activities in this packet are perfect for use at school or as homework, and they focus on math terms, notation, and problems.
This packet serves as an introduction to triangles and quadrilaterals, along with examples and exercises for practice. All concepts are explained in an easy-to-understand fashion to help students grasp geometry and form a solid foundation for advanced learning in mathematics. Each page introduces a new concept, along with a puzzle or riddle which reveals a fun fact. Thought-provoking exercises encourage students to enjoy
working the pages while gaining valuable practice in geometry.
This packet includes crossword-like puzzles where the answers are all numeric values! Down and Across clues are advanced math problems with ratios and proportions. This is a great source for reinforcement of math skills and providing homework sheets. Includes answers keys.
Milliken's Complete Book of Instant Activities - Grade 6
Geometry - Grades 7-10 (ENHANCED eBook)
Math Terms, Notation, and Problems
Math Puzzlers - Grade 6
This packet includes crossword-like puzzles where the answers are all numeric values! Down and Across clues are basic math problems with ratios and proportions. This is a great source for reinforcement of math skills and providing homework sheets. Includes answers keys.
Closely aligned with the national standards, this packet helps students review rates, proportions, and percents. Engaging formats and fun activities (including puzzles, riddles, and games) offer solid review opportunities. Answer key is included.
Presenting grade 6 of our" Math Puzzlers" series that includes grades 3-6. These are like crossword puzzles where the answers are all numeric values. Down and Across clues are basic mathematical operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and world problems, advanced fractions, decimal, percents, and ratios. Our "Math Puzzlers" books contain 64 pages of exciting and
challenging puzzles. This is a great source for reinforcement of math skills and providing homework sheets. Includes answers keys.
Sequences and Series
Algebra (ENHANCED ebook)
Math Workbook- Grade 8 (ENHANCED eBook)
Math Reproducibles
Ratio and Proportion Puzzles: Advanced

Basic study of machines and the work they do for students in grades 5-9.
Ratio and Proportion Puzzles: AdvancedMilliken Publishing Company
Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through 58 pages of activities. Each page gives an example and step-by-step solution of the problem presented. Some of the many skills covered include a review of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, plus challenges in decimal fractions, exponential and scientific notation, primes, probability, percents, and basic
geometric principles. This workbook presents a variety of drill and practice activities for students in a two-color format. Six answer pages are provided.
Precalculus
Word Problems Gr 4-6
Algebra
Math Vocabulary Puzzles
The Software Encyclopedia
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